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Abstract. A composite ice nucleus aerosol, AglCI-4HaCI, has been generated and
~=a-#~-rized For nucleation eFficiencies,
rates of ice crystal formation, and
mechanismsof nucleation, under water saturation and transient supersaturation
conditions. The addition of qaC! to the highly efficient
contact nucleus,
Agl:) ~CI0 ~, changed the nucleation mechanismto condensation-freezing at water
satu~ati6~-and increased the rates of ice crystal Formation dramaticaily, while
retaininq the high efficiency of the ’~g1Cl nucleus aerosol. Under transient
supersaturation conditions, this new aerosol demonstrated improved ice nucleation
efficiencies at T > -12 C, and even faster ice crystal for:i~ation rates, suggesting a
change of nucleation ,nechanism to forced condensation-freezing.
This ice nucleation
aerosol should be advantageous for use in weather modification field programs under
conditions where low cloud droplet concentrations suggest the use of a condensationfreezing nucleant.
introducing active sites on the Ag! surface.
Later Dei~ott, et al., (I~83) generated A~1"AgC!
compoundnuclei :Jsing an ~gl-NHal-NH.y[ClO4-acetonewater burning system. Such nuclei have one order
of :nagnitude higher nucleation efficiencies
at
-12 C and three orders of ~agnitude hi~her
efficiency at -5 C than that of oure Agl produced
by the Agl-~iH41-acetone system. They also showed
that hnth of these nuclei are contact nuclei, and
the nucleation rates are relativel~
slow.
Blumenstein, et al., (lg83) showed that the ?AglNal nucleus aerosol is stronqly hygroscopic and
nucleates by a condensation-freezing nucleation
mechanism. Under water-saturation
condition, the
nucleation rate is very slow and the nucleation
efficiency
is alsn low. Under transient
supersaturation conditions there is a clear
increase of nucleation rate, and the nucleation
efficiency also increases at warmer temperatures.
Feng and Finnegan (in preparation) studied the
TB-I pyrotechnic aerosols manufactured by
different suppliers and concluded that there are
big differences i~ the nucleation mechanisms using
the sa~qe combination of substances. The
pyrotechnics made by the U.S. Navy qave aerosols
with lower nucleation efficiencies,
hut with very
high nucleation rates and which were clearl!
acting as condensation-freezing
nuclei. The
aerosolsfrom the pyrotechnics
made by ~El ~ave a
lower nucleationrate and were reactingas contact
nuclei.One possiblereason is that the ~naterials
of differentpyrotechnicformulations
have
differentimpurities.Therefore,the composition
of Ag! and differentchemicalimnuritieswill lead
to differentnucleationmechanisms,different
effectivenesses,
and differentn.ucleation
rates.

1.

INTRODUCTION
SinceVonnegutfound in 1947,that silver
iodideaerosolsare effectiveice nuclei,Agl has
been widelyused in weathermodification
experi~nents
and operations
as cold-cloud
nucleatingagents.Nhen generatinqAgl, other
chemicalsubstancesare usuallyadded. For
example,when usingAgl-acetonesolution
co,~bustion as a generating method, ~H41, KI or Nal
is added as a solubilizer.
In Agl pyrotechnics
silver iodate AglOR is used as an oxidizer, and
magnesium, and aluminum as fuels. Even though A~I
artificial
ice nuclei can be generated by many
different ways, they are not pure A~I aerosols
because of the existence of other chemical
,~aterials.
Due to the different properties of the
added materials, the ice nucleation mechanisms,
the nucleation efficiencies
andthe nucleation
rates will therefore be different.
Vonnegut and Chessin (197I) compared the
nucleation efficiencies
of pure Agl and Agl’AgBr.
Their results showed that pure Agl has a lower
nucleation efficiency.
They also found that the
lattice structure will be closer to that of ice if
part of the iodine atoms are replaced by bromine
atoms. Sax, et al., (1979) found that some of the
~ucleiEngineerinq,
Inc. (NEI) pyrotechnic
formulations
containedsmalla,nountsof chlorine
and had aerosolnucleationefficiencies
at -10 C,
which were one or two orders of magnitudehigher
than those which did not containchlorine.They
concludedthat this increasewas causedby the
chlorinechanginqthe latticestructure,or
(I) Englishtranslationof "An efficient,fast
functioningnucleatingagent -- Composite
AqI’~gCI-NaCl
ice nuclei,"originally
publishedin CollectedPapersof

Amongvariousartificialnuclei,Agl’AgCl
nucleihave the hi~hestnucleai~ion
eFficiencies
(DeMott,et al., Ig~3),but they are contact
nucleiwith low nucleationrates.If hy.~roscopic
materialis added,it was thoughtpossiblethat
the nucleation mechanismswould be changed to
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AgI’AgCI-NaCI
aerosolsthen resultfrom combustion
of the totalsolution.

condensation-freezing.
With a carefulchoice of
hygroscopic
material,the advantageof the high
nucleationefficiencycould be retained,and a new
high nucleationrate aerosolobtained.

Therewere two parts to this experiment,
First,the temperaturein the chamber
maintainedat -10 C while changingthe ~olarratio
betweenAOI and NaClO4 in the solutionin orderto
determinethe optimumcomposition
of Agl and iqa~l
in the generatedaerosol.Secondly,the
nucleationefficiencies
and ratesog this optimum
compositionwere determinedbetween-5 and -2Q C.

?.

INSTRUMENTATION
ANDPROCEDURES
The experiments were conducted in the
isothermal cloud chamber of the Department of
Atmospheric Sciences, Colorado State University,
The cloud produced by the ultrasonic fog
generator, was cooled to the chamber temperature
before introduction into the chamber. The sizes
of the cloud droplets are between 1-16 microns
with mean diameter of 7 microns. The liguid water
content inside the chamber was maintained at a
constant value for each exoeriment. The values of
liquid water content usualiy chosen were 0.5 g m
(with correspondin~ droplet concentration of 2100
cm"3) and !.5 g m-~ (4300 droplets cm-O). The
temperatures at different points of the chamber
could be controlled with an accuracy of +- 0.3 C.
Tile aerosols produced by the generator were
diluted with ambient air in the wind tunnel. A
volume of ~ liters of such diluted air was taken
by a sampling syringe then mixed, at fixed ratios,
with eitherpure dry air or saturatedair at room
temperature.
The dilutedaerosolsampleswere
then injectedinto the cloud chamber.The ice
crystalsproducedby the aerosols,fell onto procooled microscopeslides.The slides were taken
out at certaintime intervals(I-3 min.) and the
numberof ice crystalson the slidescountedusing
a microscope.This processcontinueduntil the
ice cr.vstalgenerationceased.From the
cumulativenumberof ice crystalsobtainedfrom
each experiment,the nucleationefficiencywas
calculated.The ice crystalnucleationrate was
obtainedby countingthe numberof ice c~vstalsas
a functionof time. Detailedinformationabout
this chambercan be foundin Garvey(Ig75).

3.

EXPERI;,IE’~TAL
RESULTS

The ..3est Molar Ratio of ~gl to NaCI
~]~n--+J6~--~,~-t-]~--s-~l~-t-~-n-[-~-h-e--m-~T~--ratio
of .
Agl to NaCIO4 was changed from 1:0.5 to !:5, The
aerosols produced by combustion were diluted with
3.1

dry air or saturated air at room temperature, and
were then in,iected into the chamber at -!0 C. In ¯
each, the nucleation efficienc,v
was calculated
from the total number of ice crystals produced,
the rate of formation of Agl and the di]ution
ratio. The nucleationrate can be exoressed
differentways. In this study,the ti,~e that 90%
of the ice crystalsformed(TgO),is used as the
nucleationrate. migure la shows the
nucleation
efficiencyat differentNaClO4 T~olar
concentrations.
Fiqureib shows Tgo a~ a function
of the ~aClO4 concentration.
The values for pure
Agl in thesefigureswere obtainedfro,nthe
resultsof De~iott,et al., (ig83).

[

In the past, this chamberwas used to compare
the nucleationefficiencies
for variousnucleant
aerosolsand thosefrom differenttypesof
generators{De~ott,et al, Ig83). In recent
years,in cloud simulations
and aerosol
experiments,
the methodof chemicalkineticswas
introducedinto the isothermalcloudchamber
experiments(De~ott,et al., 1983). By observing
the ice crystalnucleationrates changingwith
time afterthe aerosolshad been introducedinto
the chamber,the nucleationrate and its
relationships
with variousparameters(suchas
temperature,
dropletconcentration,
supersaturation ratio,etc.)of the chamber,can be studied
and the nucleationmechanismscan be determined.
In this way, the nucleationcharacteristics
of
variousartificialaerosolscan be studied.The
same methodswere used in this experiment.
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This experimentwas basedon the basic
compositionof AgI’AgCIstudiedby DeMott,et al.,
(1983).Sodium chloride(NaCl) was used as
hygroscopicmaterialto add to AgI’AgCl.The
reasonfor this choiceis that NaCl will neither
form complexcompoundsnor producesolidsolutions
with AgI. This additionwas achievedby adding
sodiumperchlorate
(~aClO
4) to the original
solution,e.g., AgI-NH¢I-HH4CIO4-NaCIO~-H?Oacetone.Sodiumperchlorateis easily solublein
acetone(50 g NaClO~ / 100 g acetone),and
reducedto I~aCl duringsolutioncombustion.The
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Fig. 1 Nucleation efficiencies
{a) a~d times for
90% ice crystal nucleation
(b) as a function
the NaCl/AgI ratios at -10 C.
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"REVIEWED"

Figure1 shows that the highestnucleation
efficiencyand rate occurwhen the molar ratio
betweenAgl and NaClO4 was 1:4. ~t water
saturation,the nucle~tionefficiencyreached4.9
x’101¢g-1 Agl at -10 C, whichwas very closeta
th~ nuzleationefficiencyof AgI’AgCl,(5.4 x 1013
q-1 Agl), under the same conditions.Tgo was 3.B
:ni,~.for the composite
nuclei,but for AgI’~gCl
aerosolsTg~ was 16 ,nin. When the samplewas
dilutedwith saturatedair at room temperature,
and in~ecte,~into the chamber,a transientsupersaturationwas inducedin t~ chamber.The nucleation efficiencyreached10~" g-~ Agl at a molar
ratio of !:~. The nucleationrate increased
dramatically
with TgO shortening
tc) 1.2 rain.
3.?

conditions.These resultsshow that the nuclei
are condensation~freezinq
nuclei.
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thesolution
with the optimu.~molarratioof Agl to ~aClO4 at
-10 C were testedin the temperatUre.range
between
-5 C and -.?.~C. Two sets of resultswere obtained
under both water-saturation
and transient
supersaturation
conditions.These resultsare
shownin -~igure2.
Over the whole temperaturerange,the
AgI"~gCI-~NaCI
compositenucleihad very high
nucleationefficiencies
at water saturation,and
they were close to the nucleationefficiencyof
the AgI’AgClnuclei.The nucleationefficiency
increaseddramatically
from -5 C to -12 C and
reached2 x 10~ g-~ Ag! at -12 C. As the
temperaturewas decreasedfurtherto -20 C, the
efficiencyincreasewas slightwith only a small
increaseundertransientsupersaturated
conditions.The nucleationefficiencywas lower
than the valuesobtainedat water-saturation
in
the temperaturerangebetween-5 and -7 C, but it
is higherthan those for watersaturationvalues
~etween-7 C and -20 C with the largestdifference
of about a half orderof magnitude(see Figure
2a).
The nucleationrate increasedwith decreasing
temperature.At water saturation,TgO was I~ min
at -~ C and I min at -?~ C. The change in
nucleationrate with temperaturewas largewhen
T > -12 C. In the -6 C to -12 C range the
nucleationrate,under transientsupersaturation
conditions,increasedmuch fasterthan under
water-saturation
conditions.Tgo decreasesfrom 18
min to ? ,nin at -5 C, but in the lowertemperature
ranqe (-I¢ S to -20 C) there~as no great
differencebetweenthe supersaturation
and water
saturationvalues(Figure2b).
3.3 ~he Nucleation~echanism
~fi-~FaTg-~-~T~-~-6-c-l~anges in the
nucleation rate with changes in the concentration
of droplets, we performed experiments with l~quid
water contents of both 0.5 g m-~ and 1.5 g m-~ at
two different temperatures, -~ C and -20 C. The
results are shown in Figure 3. The nucleation
rate of the composite nuclei does not change with
the |iq~id water content (or the droplet
concentration)..
Therefore,AgI’~gCI-4NaCI
nuclei
are not contactnuclei.It is shown, from the
experi:~ents
at both watersaturation
and
supersaturation
conditions,that these nucleiare
sensitiveto watervapor density,and both the
nucleationefficiencyand the nucleationrates
increasegreatlyunder transientsupersaturation
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Fig. 2 Nucleationefficiencies(a) and times for
90% ice crystalnucleation(b) of AgI.AgCI-4NaCl
compositenucleias functionsof temperatureand
humidity.
3.4 Comparisonwith OtherNuclei
T~-6-~-’~f6~-b~--~T’~i
al nuclei
generatedby acetonesolutioncombustionwhich
have been used for weathermodification
purposes,
but the most popularones in recentyears are Agl,
Agl’~gCl, and ~Agl’~al. The sa,ne kinds of studies
were then conducted with these three nuclei as
with our composite nuclei. Comparison between
them are as follows. Someresults on Agl and
~gl’AgCl nucleus aerosols were obtained from
De~ott (I~2), and the results on ?Ag!’~lal were
from Blumenstein, et al., (ig~3). Their
nucleation efficiencies
and nucleation rates at
-I0 C are shown i~ Figure 4a and Cb, respectively.
Fiqure 4a shows that the nucleation efficiencies
of AgI’AgCI-4~aCI and Agl’~gCl nuclei are quite
similar.
The largest difference occurs at -B C
with AgI’AgC! nuclei two-fold higher than
&gl’~gCl-¢NaCl. ~t this time, &g1"~gCl nuclei
have the highest nucleation efficiency og all
artificial
nuclei. This conclusion was drawn ~rom

chemical components still
need further research
and analysis. More research is needed on ~hether
the nucleation mechanis;~ of these co,~posite nuclei
will change if these nuclei .~re in,iected into the
lower warm(T > 0 C) ,:)arts of clouds before they
reach the upper cold (T < .q C) regions. ~iore
experiments are needed ~n how to generate these
kinds of composite n~clei, such as pyrotechnic
generation.

laboratory experiments where high droplet
concentration can promot~ more rapid contact
nucleation of AgI’AgCI nuclei to achieve the
higher nucleation efficiencies
and rates. In the
real atmosphere, the concentration of supercooled
droplets is about one order of magnitude smaller
than that in the chamber, resulting in much slower
nucleation rates For contact nuclei.
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Fig. 3 Rates of depletion of AgI.AgCI.-4 NaCI
composite nuclei after introduction into the cloud
chamber at different liquid water contents.
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The AgI’AgCI-4NaCI nuclei are condensationfreezing nuclei, and will retain their nucleation
rates, as measured iq the chamber, because the
nucleation mechanismis independent of droplet
concentration. The comparison of ~gI’AgCI-4NaCI
nucl~i with the !)ure Agl nuclei from Agl-NH41acetone solutions shows that the nucleation
efficiency of the composite nuclei is one order of
magnitude higher at T > -12 C. The nucleation
efficiency of AgI’~gCI-4HaCI nuclei was 2-3 orders
hi~her than that of 2Agl’~al nuclei, and the
differences decrease with decreasing temperature.
Figure ~b shows that after AgI’AgCI-4NaCI nuclei
were injected into the chamber at -i0 C, ice
crystals were quickly ~roduced, and the production
rate decreased rapidly. The nucleation rate of
the AgI’AgCI-4MaCI composite nuclei is faster than
those measured for the other three kinds of
nuclei.
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CONCLUSIONS
As expected, if the hygroscopic material,
~laCl, is added to Agl’~gCl aerosols, the
nucleation process changes from contact nucleation
to condensation-freezing nucleation. These
experiments gave the optimu,~ molar ratio of
AgI’AgCI to NaCI and resulted in the fast and more
efficient
composite nuclei, AgI’AgCI-4NaCI. The
discovery of these composite nuclei is important
in the seeding of cumulus clouds with very strong
updrafts and orogaphic clouds with strong
horizontal wind speeds, in which high
concentrations of ice crystals need to be
generated in relatively
short time periods. This
factor is also important in col~ fog dispersion
operations.
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Comparisonof nucleationefficiencies
(a)
and rates of depletionof nuclei after
introduction
into the cloud chamber
for severaldifferentaerosols.
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In these experiments, only the optimum molar
ratio of NaCI to AgI’A~CI for maximumefFiciencies
and rates was determined. Information on the size
distributions
of the aerosols generated and their
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